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Abstract
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a functional brain imaging technique with millisecond
temporal resolution and millimeter spatial sensitivity. The high temporal resolution of MEG
compared to fMRI and PET (milliseconds vs. seconds and tens of seconds) makes it ideal for
measuring the precise time of neuronal responses, thereby o!ering a powerful tool for studying
temporal dynamics. We applied blind-source separation (BSS) to continuous 122-channel
human magnetoencephalographic data from two subjects and "ve tasks. We demonstrate that
without using any domain-speci"c knowledge and without making the common assumption of
single- or multiple-current dipole sources, BSS is capable of separating non-neuronal noise
sources from neuronal responses and also of separating neuronal responses from di!erent
sensory modalities, and from di!erent processing stages within a given modality.  2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The brain's neuromagnetic signals are small compared to the noise (signal strength:
100 fT; sensor noise: 10 fT; noise in a shielded environment from magnetized lung
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contaminants: 10 fT; from abdominal currents: 10 fT; from heart and eyeblinks:
10 fT; from epileptic and spontaneous activity: 10 fT [8]) and therefore neuronal
responses evoked in cognitive tasks are usually averaged across many trials of
stimulation. Recently, a number of blind source separation (BSS) algorithms have
successfully separated mixtures in other domains [5,9] without any special knowledge
of the nature of the mixed signals or the mixing process. Most relevant to multichannel brain imaging data, Bell}Sejnowski Infomax [1] and Fast ICA [6] have
successfully isolated and removed major artifacts from EEG and MEG data [7,11].
In MEG, magnetic activity from di!erent neuronal populations is observed by
sensors arranged around the subject's head. Each sensor responds to a linear mixture
of the signals emitted by multiple sources. Responses from di!erent neuronal populations will be referred to as source responses and the neuronal populations that give rise
to these responses will be referred to as neuronal sources or simply sources. These
neuronal sources often, but not necessarily, consist of a spatially contiguous population of neurons. BSS separates the measured sensor signals into components which
are as independent as possible, each with its own "eld map. Using spatial and
temporal constraints, we will establish a correspondence between the BSS components and noise sources, and between BSS components and various neuronal sources.

2. Methods
Two volunteer subjects performed a total of "ve visual reaction time tasks which
di!ered in the amount of processing required for target determination. In all but one
task, extraction of both object identity and object location was required. Each trial
consisted of a pair of colored abstract block compositions, presented symmetrically
and simultaneously on the left and right halves of a screen. Subjects were instructed to
respond as quickly and accurately as possible with a left- or right-hand mouse button
press when a target stimulus was presented to the left or right side of the screen,
respectively.
Neuromagnetic signals were recorded continuously throughout the experiment at
300 Hz using a whole-head 122-channel direct-current superconducting quantum
interference device (DC-SQUID) neuromagnetometer (Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland.)
A band-pass "lter (0.1}100 Hz) was applied. This high dimensionality and large
volume of data of continuous MEG data imposes a severe computational burden.
After experimenting with the Infomax [1], cICA [9] and Fast ICA [6] algorithms, we
settled on a variant of the SOBI algorithm [2], which gave su$cient accuracy (in the
sense of properly separating out known and previously unknown sources of noise) at
a reasonable computational cost.

3. Results
The BSS process separates out as many components as there are sensors, in this
case 122 components. Some of these correspond to responses of neuronal populations
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Fig. 1. Separation of noise sources and neuronal components using blind source separation. Left: MEG
images. Each panel contains 90 trials. Trials are ordered vertically, except for (c), which is sorted by reaction
time and where the curve on the right indicates the times of button presses. Pixels are color-coded source
strength. Vertical bars on the left indicate stimulus onset time. Pre- and post-stimulus durations are each
1000 ms. Right: xeld maps. Left sagittal, right sagittal, dorsal, and posterior views. False colors indicate the
strength with which the component in#uences the 61 sensor pairs. MEG images and "eld maps of (a)
a 60 Hz component, (b) a slow DC drift component, (c) an eyeblink component, (d) an early occipital visual
component (27), (e) a later occipital}parietal visual component (14), (f ) a right somatosensory component
(7) and (g) a left somatosensory component (34).
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that are either task dependent or task independent; others, to various noise sources
such as muscle activity due to eyeblinks, 60 Hz from electrical equipment, slow drift
due to unknown causes, signals from dental "llings, sensor quantum jumps, and other
unknown noise sources associated with random neuronal activity. Many recovered
components are due to random factors not under experimental control and can be
discarded. Only a subset of the separated components can be identi"ed using their
spatial and temporal properties and/or prior knowledge of the experiment.
BSS components are characterized by both MEG images and xeld maps. The MEG
image provides temporal information and the "eld map provides spatial information
about a particular component. When both the temporal and spatial information are
consistent with anatomical and neurophysiological properties of a known neuronal
population, the activity of the component is considered to re#ect the activity of the
known neuronal population. Con"rmation and veri"cation of component responses
associated with di!erent processing stages, e.g. early and late visual components, are
provided by satisfying the temporal and spatial constraints on early and later visual
processing set by our knowledge of the visual system.
Fig. 1 shows examples of known noise sources (a, b), eyeblinks (c), visual sources
(d, e), and somatosensory sources (f, g). The 60 Hz source contained exactly 60 cycles
in a window of 1000 ms, and had a rather distributed "eld map. The slow DC drifting
source did not show any stimulus-locked changes but changed slowly across trials,
and also had a rather distributed "eld map. Eyeblinks were con"rmed by an independently collected EOG signal and by the "eld activation around the relevant muscle
groups. Visual sources associated with early and later processing were established by
both their response latency (see MEG images) and the occipital and occipital}parietal
activation of their "eld maps. Somatosensory sources (7, 34) were identi"ed by their
button-press-locked responses, and are shown aligned by button press (1000 ms preand post-button press). Their "eld maps are consistent with activation of the right and
left somatosensory cortex. These typical noise and neuronal sources were consistently
identi"ed in all "ve experiments performed by both subjects.

4. Discussion
We applied a blind source separation algorithm to continuous 122-channel MEG
data. The separated components include identi"able known noise sources and neurophysiolgically and neuroanatomically meaningful neuronal components. These
neuronal components can be viewed as `cleaneda source responses, and can be fed to
any existing source localization algorithm for further localization using co-registration of MEG and MRI. Since these neuronal components are already separated from
many noise sources and from each other, we expect improved accuracy in future
source localization, when blind source separation is coupled with well-developed
source localization methods.
One fundamental di!erence between BSS and source localization algorithms traditionally used for MEG [4] is that BSS does not assume any prior physical source
model. BSS algorithms only require temporal information from the sensor signals to
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generate an approximation of the original source signals, without making reference
to or conclusions about spatial locations of the sources. As a result, BSS can deal
equally well with source signals generated by a population of neurons that are best
described as a point, a cylinder, a large wrinkled sheet, or neuronal populations
discretely distributed. The fact that BSS does not require a physical model for its sources
guarantees that there will be no separation errors arising from false or non-optimal
physical source models. Consistency with a known physical model can instead be used
to test for correct separation. This #exibility also permits the use of a wider and more
ecological range of stimuli, which often do not generate well-de"ned focal activation.
The ability of the BSS algorithm to separate out various noise sources and
physiologically and anatomically interpretable neuronal components arises from its
use of the temporal characteristics present in continuous MEG data. SOBI, the
algorithm used in this study, assumes that the components are independent across
multiple time scales and tries to minimize the temporal correlation at these time
scales. Of course, the assumptions made in the derivation of the blind source separation algorithm * namely statistical independence * is not 100% met in the MEG
domain. However, there are theoretical reasons to believe that BSS algorithms of this
sort are quite robust [3], i.e. the goodness of the separation su!ers little when the
assumptions are not completely met.
Therefore, it is reasonable to test whether these algorithms are actually capable
of successfully separating this data in practice, just as t-tests are, in practice,
used on non-Gaussian data due to their robustness. The physiological interpretability
of our separated components is consistent with the notion that BSS algorithms
are su$ciently robust in practice to obtain good performance on MEG data. Given
that independent sources of noise exist within each individual neuron, and that
there are regional di!erences in cell types, packing density, transmitter receptor
distribution, and feed-forward/feed-back/lateral connectivity [10,12], it is not
surprising that BSS is su$ciently robust to yield physiologically and anatomically
meaningful results.
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